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Sociology Looks at the Arts adopts a sciological perspective to describe the 
definition and historical evolution of art, and to discusses the close relationship 
between art and politics, economy, science and technology as well as the society. The 
text is both formal and realistic, but the image is vivid and highly infectious. It 
belongs to the genre of the report literature. This thesis takes the Chapter 2 and the 
first 73 pages of Chapter 4 of Sociology Looks at the Arts as the Chinese translation 
example, on the basis that the text content and expression form are equally important. 
Mainly applying the literal translation method, combined with specific words and 
characteristics, the translation process flexibly adopts other translation methods as a 
supplement.Before translation, the translator scan and get the main idea of the book, 
then establish the principles of translation. Through reading books in related fields, 
the translator has a preliminary cognition of the professional vocabulary. Practice has 
proved that the preparation work for the translation helps a lot. In the translation 
process, combined with the amplification method, condensed translation method and 
word order adjustment method , the translator forms a profound cognition that the 
translator’s knowledge of the translation subject matter influences the translation 
quality to a great extent. Therefore, translators not only need to be proficient in 
English and Chinese, but also should know about various fields of knowledge, so that 
they can be able to carry out translation practice in different fields. 
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第二章  中文译文 
社会学视角下的艺术 
文化领域的社会结构 
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